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ABSTRACT{
A study was conducted to assess the failure rate for the beltline region of a
generic' pressurized-water reactor (PWR) pressure _ vessel. This assessment
included the evaluation of several normal operating and transient reactor

conditions. Failure rates were calculated from a computer code that used
fracture mechanics methods to model the failure process; random number-

generation. techniques were usad to simulate random variables and model their
interaction in the failure process.

This-investigation had three major objectives: (1) to better define the
effect of neutron irradiation, material variation, and flaw distribution on
the failure. rate for the beltline region of PWR pressure vessels, (2) to
estimate the relative margins against failure for normal operation and certain

. transient conditions associated with nuclear pressure vessels, and (3) to
evaluate the current limitations for using fracture mechanics models to predict
failure rates for. nuclear pressure vessels.

The. calculated results indicate that the failure rates corresnonding to
- operational limits specified by the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME Code) and material requirements

specified by federal regulation generally provide acceptable se'ety margins;
sensitivity studies completed in the investigation indicate that the failure
rates are likely to be accurate within one to somewhat less than two orders of
maOnitude. The sensitivity studies also define the degree of influence of
-flaw distribution, material variations, and operating limits on failure rate
-and provide a means to evaluate the relative levels of reliability associated
with different variable values and operating limits.
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1 JINTRODUCTION

Design and fabrication practices for pressure vessels provide a high degree of,

reliability. ;This reliability has been demonstrated by the relatively.few
service failures in nonnuclear pressure vessels and the absence of failures in
nuclear pressure vessels. However,-because of the significant economic costs.
and the safety hazards associated.with catastrophic pressure-vesse7 failure,

- :various studies' continue to be done so that increasingly accurate estimates
;for pressure-vessel reliabili.y can be obtained.

~

Generally, pressure-vessel reliability studies employ either of:two methods to
. calculate the probability of--failure.and to define reliability. These methods

-are (1) the analysis of statistical data from observed nonnuclear failures to
infer' failure rates.for.both nuclear and nonnuclear. pressure vessels and

|(2);the:use of mathematical models that predict failure rates by analytically
generating pressure-vessel failures.

Studies completed in Europe.and the United States provide estimates:of
= nuclear pressure-vessel _ failure rates based on statistical data analyses of
past. failures. For example, results from European studies (Refs. 1, 2)
indicate that the disruptive-failure rate (loss of the pressure-retaining

-boundary) for nonnuclear pressure vessels is approximately 10 5 per vessel
year at a 99% confidence level. Various investigations conducted in the
United States (Refs. 3, 4) concluded that the disruptive-failure rate at a 99%~

confidence level is less than 10 8 per vessel year for pressure vessels
. designed, fabricated, inspected, and operated in accordance with the Boiler
.and Pressure Vessel Nuclear Codes of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers (ASME) (Ref. 5).

Several studies using mathematical models to predict failtre rates of nuclear
pressure vessels.also have been completed in Europe and the United States. In

these investigations, the mathematical models contain specific random vari-
ables-associated with pressure-vessel stresses, tcmperatures, material
characteristics, and the assumed failure process. Because the failure process

typically is assumed to result from flaws which are present in the pressure-
vessel material, fracture-mechanics relationships usually are the bases for

I
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:the mathematical models. The fracture-mechanics relationships include a
statistical representation of' flaws in the volume of the vessel material and a

determination of- a~ critical- flaw size that is associated with unstable flaw
' growth and predicted vessel failure ~. -The statistical flaw distribution in the
vessel material volume also often includes an estimate of incremental fatigue

~

crack growth from repetitive stresses during service.

;An-early study (Ref. 6) that used fracture-mechanics models to predict
.

pressure-vessel failure' rates determined that the failure probability for the
.

beltline region of the reactor pressure vessel (the area surrounding the
nuclear. core) in a pressurized water reactor (PWR) is approximately 10 8 per
-vessel year. However, the mathematical model used in this investigation did
not include neutron' irradiation.

Later, a comprehensive investigation (Ref. 7) conducted in the United Kingdom
determined the failure probability for PWR pressure vessels. The study
included (1) a review of nonnuclear pressure-vessel failures, incl'uding
consideration of design, fabrication, and inspection rules for nuclear
vessels, and (2) fracture mechanics analyses to calculate failure proba-
' bilities in various distinct geometric sections of the vessel, including the
head, nozzle, and beltline regions. The results of the study, commonly
referred to as the Marshall Report, indicated that the head and nozzle regions

' of the1 vessel had the' highest calculated failure rates for normal and postu-
-lated accident conditions, respectively. However, near the end of design life
of the vessel, after the pressure-vessel beltline region had accumulated
significant neutron irradiation, the failure probabilities for the head,
nozzle, and beltline regions of the vessel did not differ significantly. As a
result of the investigation, it was concluded that the failure rate for PWR

-pressure vessels constructed and inspected in accordance with the ASME nuclear
codes is less than 10 6 per vessel year.

LA study to establish additional protective measures in PWRs to reduce the
likelihood of pressure-vessel failure from inadvertent pressure transients

. recently was completed-in the United States (Ref. 8). The transient events
considered in the study occurred at relatively low temperatures; they were
observed when-the operating' limits established for normal startup and shutdown

| 1-2
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of reactor pressure vessels were occasionally exceeded. As part of the
evaluation'of these. transients,_a computer code, OCTAVIA (Ref. 9), was
con'structed to calculate the probability of flaw-induced fracture in the~

beltline-regions of reactor pressure vessels as a result of the transients.
- To help confirm the necessity to: implement additional protective measures for-
PWRs, OCTAViA was used to perform several parametric analyses to estimate the

probability of failure of the reactor pressure vessels as a function of
neutron'. fluence'and'the temperature at which the-transients. typically

occurred. The calculated results indicated that if protective measures were
not implemented and events were allowed to continue at the previously observed
| frequency,.the failure rate of reactor pressura vessels typically would
increase by approximately.two orders of magnitude after 10 or more years of
plant operation.

- Previous: studies using fracture-mechanics models to predict failure rates
- provide sub'stantial _information concerning the potential for failure of
nuclear reactor pressure. vessels. However, areas remain where additional work

would permit significant' improvement in defining the influence of operational
- and material variables on the potential for failure of pressure vessels.

These areas include (1) the effects of radiation on material resistance to
fracture, especially over a wide range of operational temperatures, and

(2) the effects of flaw distribution and material variation within a reactor
vessel.

- Operating experience with PWRs over the past few years has provided additional
'information that more clearly defines both material variations in reactor-

pressure vessels and the effect of neutron irradiation on the material
resistance to flaw-induced fracture. This additional information establishes
improved bases for predicting failure rates for nuclear pressure vessels
through the use of fracture-mechanics models. The purpose of this report is{ .
-to use this recently obtained information with fracture-mechanics models to
perform a comprehensive appraisal of the potential for flaw-induced fracture
. in the beltline region of a generic PWR pressure vessel. This study had three

'l

objectives: ~(1) to better define the effect of neutron irradiation, material
variation, and flaw distribution on the failure rate of the beltline region of
PWR pressure vessels, (2) to estimate the relative margins against failure for

1-3
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normal operation.and certain transient conditions' associated-with nuclear-
i - reactor pressu're vessels, Land (3) to evaluate the current limitations for-

~

using fracture-mechanics models to predict' precise failure rates for' nuclear
: pressure vessels.

-

'

-The scope of this study is described in' Chapter 2. The methods used to.
calculhte ' failure rates of. reactor vessels are. contained in Chapter,3.
'Chapterf4 presents a description'of the variables.that create the potential,

for and provide resistance to flaw-induced fracture in nuclear. pressure
vessels. The results and discussion of the results from this study are

- presented iri Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.
4
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2 SCOPE OF STUDY

During this study, estimates for the probability of flaw-induced fracture in
the beltline: region of a generic reactor pressure vessel in a PWR were
obtained as a function of neutron fluence. These estimates included the
evaluation of specific pressure and temperature conditions associated with
both normal operation and certain transient events that have occurred or that
are postulated to occur in PWRs. In all, five operational events were
evaluated for a variety of material conditions in the vessel beltline.
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe tne operational events and the belt:ine geometry f
and material conditions included in the study, respectively. )

I

)2.1 Operational Events

~2.1.1 _ Normal Operation - |

:For normal operation, pressure and temperature conditions corresponding to
4

startup, shutdown, and full power operation were evaluated. Normal startup

and shutdown of nuclear reactor pressure vessels take place in the so-called
material-transition-temperature region, where the material resistance to
flaw-induced fracture significantly changes with and is directly proportional
to material temperature. Because there is a significant change in the
fracture resistance of material in the transition-temperature region, reactor
startup and shutdown operations are carefully controlled, and they proceed

;

along specific pressure / temperature paths tnat are established to protect the
reactor vessel against flaw-induced fracture. These pressure / temperature

paths define the maximum normal operating pressure that should be applied to

| the vessel at any specified temperature; they are constructed using procedures

contained in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (Ref. 10). Because ;;

|
neutron irradiation diminishes the fracture resistance of nuclear pressure-
vessel steels'at any. temperature in the transition region, the allowable
pressure-temperature paths change with neutron irradiation. To determine the

potential for flaw-induced fracture during normal startup and shutdown
operation, failure rates were calculated for various individual pressure / !

temperature combinations in the transition-temperature region at specific
neutron-fluence levels. The results of these calculations were used to define

2-1
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distinct, continuous pressure / temperature paths.that correspond to startup
and shutdown operation at constant failure rates and specific neutron fluence
levels. To illustrate the relative margins against flaw-induced fracture that

-

are provided by ASME code procedures, the pressure / temperature paths estab-
lished by the failure-rate calculations were compared to the paths specified
by the code.

'

As reactor startup operations proceed through the transition temperature
region toward higher temperatures,-the resistance to flaw-induced fracture of
the metal in the reactor pressure vessel increases until it reaches a plateau
and, ideally,-remains constant with increased temperature. This plateau is
called the upper-shelf fracture toughness, and the temperature range where the
plateau is maintained is the upper-shelf temperature region. Normal full-
power operation of PWR reactor pressure vessels at 2250 psi and 550*F
typically takes place in the upper-shelf temperature region.

In the upper-shelf temperature region, the fracture resistance of irradiated
pressure-vessel steels can be expressed as a function of the initial unirradi-
ated upper-shelf fracture toughness and a decrease in the initial value as a
result of neutron irradiation. To determine the potential for flaw-induced
fracture during normal full power operation, failure rates were calculated as
a function of unirradiated and irradiated upper-shelf fracture toughness. The

results-from these calculations were used to illustrate the relative margins
against flaw-induced fracture provided by requirements for material upper-
shelf fracture resistance that are contained in Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations Part 50 (10 CFR 50) (Ref. 11). These requirements are
twofold: (1) the unirradiated upper-shelf fracture toughness stated in terms
of Charpy V-Notch (CVN) absorbed energy must be at least 75 ft-lb, and (2) the
irradiated upper-shelf CVN energy must remain above 50 ft-lb.

2.1.2 Transient Events

r
! In addition to normal operating conditions, two transient events were

| evaluated. These transients were (1) the inadvertent pressure transients
(previously discussed) that periodically exceeded the ASME Code pressure /

| temperature limits established for normal startup and shutdown of the reactor
|

2-2
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pressure vessel-in the transition-temperature region (Ref. 8) and (2) pressure
- transients that are postulated to occur in the upper-shelf temperature region ,

during . full power operation. For the transients that had occurred in the j

transition-temperature region, calculations of failure rate were performed using
the event frequency observed before the implementation of protective measures,
as well as statistical-representations for the pressure and temperature spectra

,

.over which the transients occurred.
|

The probability of flaw-induced fracture associated with postulated pressure
-transients in the upper-shelf temperature region was calculated at 550*F for
several postulated pressure levels above the normal operating pressure of
2250 psi. The probabilities that the events actually would occur and that the
postulated pressure levels would be reached were not determined in this study.

2.2 Vessel Beltline Characteristics

The beltline regions of reactor pressure vessels in PWRs designed in the United
States have a range of sizes, fabrication configurations, neutron-irradiation
levels, and material characteristics. To determine the potential for flaw -
induced fracture-in the beltline region of a generic reactor. pressure vessel
in_a PWR, average beltline dimensions, two typical fabrication configurations,

- and two neutron-irradiation levels were chosen for analysis; the material
characteristics generally were treated as random variables. The vessel geometry)

and material variables are represer.tative of PWRt currently operating in the

United States. However, the material random variables also were included in
several sensitivity analyses that enable the results obtained for typical
operating PWRs to be extended to'PWRs that are now either under construction

| - or planned for construction.

2.2.1 Beltline Geometry and Flaw Distribution

When failure rates are predicted using fracture mechanics models, flaw size
generally is given a statistical representation associated with a specified:

material volume. In this investigation, the material volume used to establish

the flaw distributions.is based on the volume of weld metal in the beltline of
the pressure vessel rather than on the total material volume in the beltline.'

2-3
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'Only.the weld. volume is used.because, compared to the base metal, it is more
likely to contain cracks or defects, and it generally is more sensitive to
neutron irradiation, as indicated by test results from surveillance programs
at operating PWRs.

The weld volume and orientation in the beltline region of a reactor pressure
vessel vary depending on whether the beltline shell is fabricated from rolled
plates or forged rings. Figure 2.1 illustrates two beltline weld configurations
(Ref. 7); the shaded-areas in Figures 2.la and 2.lb indicate the welo volumes
and orientations used in this study for beltline shells _ fabricated from rolled
plates and forged rings, respectively.

'The analyses in this investigation included consideration of fatigue crack growth-
from repetitive loading during service; however, specific flaw growth calculations
were not performed. Instead, failure rates were calculated using the preservice,
and end-of-design-life flaw dist ibutions contained in the Marshall Report, as
well as the end-of-design-life distribution contained in the OCTAVIA code.-

The evaluation of:these distinct distributions provided an. estimate of the
. maximum relative effect of fatigue-flaw growth.on failure probability and
indicated the tensitivity of calculated failure probability to a range of
assumed flaw distributions. The. analyses did not include consideration of
inservice inspections that may be performed periodically during service to
detect flaws-in the-pressure-vessel welds.

2.2.2 Beltline-Material Variables

-The resistance to flaw-induced fracture of irradiated pressure vessels.is a
function of several variables, including metal temperature, material residual-
element content, and neutron fluence.

Neutron fluence is a function of time at operation and the distance between
the material and the neutron source. In this study, failure rate calculations

were performed at two neutron-fluence levels corresponding to 10 effr.i. Live ?ull-
power. years .(EFPY) of operation and end-of-design-life (E0L) operation.

2-4
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Several residual elements either enhance or degrade material fracture resistance

in irradiated reactor-vessel steels. The residual elements used in this study-
are copper and phosphorous; both degrade fracture resistance. Only copper and

phosphorous are included because the largest amounts of data that describe the
effect of residual-element content on fracture resistance of irradiate pressure-
vessel steels have been obtained using these elements. . Copper is known to have
significant variation in the weld volume of operating PWRs; consequently, copper
content is used as a random variable throughout this study 4 An estimate of

the distribution of copper content was obtained from data reported for operating
.PWRs. Although statistical descriptions of copper _ content are not reported
for individual plants, a generic distribution was developed by assuming that
the distribution through the weld volume for any one plant was reasonably modeled
by the du,tribution obtained from the combination of single copper values
individually reported'for single vessels. The accuracy of this assumption cannot

be assessed rigorously; however,_ intuition suggests that this is a realistic
approximation, based on fabrication practice and the materials used in the
fabrication of most operating PWRs. Although phosphorous--like copper--is a
random variable, a single, constant value was used for all failure-rate
calculations. Use of a single, constant value was dictated by the lack of
-data for phosphorous content.

Several parametric studies also were conducted to determine the effect of
copper content on failure rate. _These studies included distributions estimated

!to be representative of newer reactor vessels with lower and less-variable
copper content and of single values of copper content corresponding to those

.

typically used to construct the ASME code pressure / temperature limits.

Because significant variations in material-fracture resistance may occur for ,

any given set of. material conditions, fracture resistance also is used as a
random variable throughout this study. A description of a distribution for
fracture resistance was estimated using data from several heats of irradiated

and unirradiated reactor vessel steels. Although these data are believed to

provide a realistic estimate of the mean fracture resistance, they are considered
insufficient to define the type and dispersion of the distribution; '5ese were |

'

estimated. The dispersion was included in a parametric study to determine the
affect of the range of fracture resistance on calculated failure rate.

2-6
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3 METHODOLOGY

A computer code was_ developed to calculate the probability of flaw-induced
failure in'the beltline region of irradiated PWR reactor pressure vessels,
The computer code uses mathematical relationships based.on linear elastic
fracture mechanics to model variable interaction and estimate failure rate.
The failure criterion conteined in the model is based on a comparison of the
potential for flaw-induced fracture, K , with the material resistance toy

flaw-induced fracture, K Reactor-vassel failure is predicted when Ky>KIC'IC.

Values of K and K are determined by combinations of operational andy IC
material variables. In general terms the potential for flaw-induced
fracture, K , depends on the flaw size, a, and stress, o, in the pressure. g
vessel. The resistance to flaw-induced fracture, KIC, is a function of the
temperature of the metal of the vessel, T; neutron fluence; and copper and
phosphorous contents.

,

For. convenience, neutron fluence and. copper and phosphorous content are

usually combined into an equivalent temperature parameter, RTNDT, called
adjusted reference temperature. The parameter RT represents a measure of

NDT
the initial unirradiated material fracture resistance and-a change in this

resistance as a result of neutron irradiation. When combined, the metal

temperature and the adjusted reference temperature allow the fracture

resistance, Kyp, to be described as a function of temperature alone.

Because many of these variables are randon, variables with complex
interactions, the computer code uses Monte Carlo methods of randor number
generation (Refs. 12, 13) to simulate independently each of several random
variables from their respective statistical distributions, and it combines
these variables to obtain K and K Figure 3.1. illustrates the computer-y IC.
simulation cycle used to simulate the random variables, model their

interaction to obtain K and KIC, and predict failure in reactor vessels. The
y

variables.that typically are considered random variables in this study are
designated " simulate" in Figure 3.1.

3-1
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The simulation cycle depicted in Figure 3.1 represents a single computer
experiment conducted to determine if a single occurrence of a specific
operational event will produce failure of the reactor vessd. To estimate the
failure rate associated with that specific operational event, the cycle is
repeated up to 10 million times, and new values of the random variables are
generated each time. The failure rate is then estimated from the ratio of the
number of observed experimental failures to the total number of experimental
trials. The failure rete calculated by the coraputer code gives the unit failures
per event; mutiplying this result by the anticipated number of events per vessel
year will give the more commonly used unit failures per vessel year.

Because the computer code required to model the simulation cycle in Figure 3.1
is relatively large and complex, several checks were made during the develop-
ment of the code to ensure that accurate results are obtained. First, failure

probabilities associated with the previously described low-temperature / pressure
transients (Ref. 8) were calculated and these probabilities were compared to
the results obtained from the closed-form solutions in the OCTAVIA code (Ref. 9).
This (.saparison indicated relatively good agreement; the detailed results of
the comparison are presented in Appendix A to this report. Additionally,

computations were made over a wide range of operational conditions and
associated failure probabilities to obtain a practical estimate of the number
of simulated failures that would provide adequate results. These computations
indicated that approximately 10 simulated failures were sufficient to provide
results that were within a factor of 3 of the steady-state result obtained
from several hundred simulated failures.

.Near the end of this study, an importance-sampling scheme was developed and

incorporated into the computer code to increase the code's efficiency for
performing calculations in the transition-temperature region. This scheme

also allowed more pre.:ise accuracy checks to be made at a specified confidence
level and was particularly useful for analyzing conditions associated with
low-failure probabilities. A description of the importance-sampling scheme is*

presented in Appendix B to this report.
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4 DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

4.1 -Generic Beltline Geometry

In this investigation, the beltline geometry for a generic pressure vessel in
a PWR has an 8-in. wall thickness and an 80-in. mean radius. The average

end-of-design life (EOL) neutron fluence at the inner surface generic beltline
2shell is 4 x 1019 neutrons per square centimeter (n/cm ),

4.2 Potential for Flaw-Induced Fracture

The potential for flaw-induced fracture, K , is a function of the applied stress,y

the stress distribution, and the crack size, shape, and location in the vessel.
-In general, the calculated pntential for flaw-induced fracture includes individual
components for pressure, thermal, and residual stress and has the form

3
(1)Ky = afia I ojFj

i=1

where a = radial depth of.a flaw that extends from the vessel surface
part way through the vessel wall

a = flaw shape factor
th

og = maximum st m 3 for the i strees distribution
th

F9 =-modi.fying function for the i stress distribution

The F functions for the pressure, thermal, and residual stress distributions
9

,

are shown in Figure 4.1 as functions of the ratio of the surface flaw depth,
a, to the vessel _ wall thickness, t. The pressure stress used in equation (1)
-is obtained from membrane theory. A residual-stress distribution for beltline
welds' was estimated to be sinusoidal, with maximum tensile stress of 8 kips

per square inch (ksi) at the inner and outer surfaces of the vessel wall and
compression at the midwall of the vessel. Thermal stresses were esod only for

startup and shutdown operations and were estimated by a pure bending distribution,

with a maximum surface stress of 4 ksi. The magnitude of the thermal stress

' distribution corresponds to a heatup or cooldown rate of 50*F per hour. The

value of the flaw shape factor, a, in this study is constant and is equal to
4-1
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O.89; this value corresponds to a semi-elliptical, finite length surface flaw'

with a depth-to-length ratio of 1 to 6.

The independent var. ables used to determine K for each simulation cycle areg

pressure and crack depth, a. Except during the analyses of low-temperature /
pressure transients, the operational pressure is held constant for the total
number of experimental computer trials, and it corresponds to a specific
operational event for which the failure probability is being calculated.
During each of the individual simulation cycles, the random variable crack
depth is simulated from a statistical distribution representative of the
volumes and orientations of the welds in the beltline of the reactor vessels
(previously illustrated in Figure 2.1). The residual and thermal stresses are
a function of crack depth and are calculated during each simulation cycle at
the simulated crack length. The thermal stress is included only during the
analyses of normal startup and shutdown conditions. During the remaining

operational events,'the thermal stress-is assumed equal to zero.

Although the data obta.ned from operating PWRs provide adequate bases for
defining most of the variables needed to complete this study, very little data
are available to describe accurately the number and size of the flaws in the
material volume of a reactor pressure vessel. The flaw distribution is, of

course,-difficult to define quantitatively since the flaws of interest are not
the flaws that have been detected but those of unknown size and number that
remain in the vessel material because they were not detected. Because of this

difficulty, no attempt was made in this study to gather data to construct pre-
cise flaw distributions. Instead, the distributions contained in the Marshall
Report (Ref. 7) and the OCTAVIA code (Ref. 9) were used. There are no known

new dava to indicate that these two previously developed distributions should
be modified for this investigation.

The flaw distributions obtained from the Marshall Report and the OCTAVIA code

are shown in Figure 4.2 for the various weld volumes and orientations in PWR
beltlines. The dashed lines are the distributions developed from the Marshall

Report, and the solid line corresponds to the OCTAVIA distribution. The weld

volume associated with the OCTAVIA flaw distribution was defined (in Ref. 9)
generally as the volume of lor .itudinal weld in the beltline region of a PWR

4-3
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without specific reference to the total vessel volume. The Marshall Report

defined the flaw distribution in terms of the total volume of the reactor
vessel. To obtain flaw distributions for the beltline welds considered in
this study, the longitudinal beltline weld volume illustrated in Figure 2.1(a)
was estimated as one hundredth of the total vessel volume; the circumferential
beltline weld volume illustrated in Figure 2.1(b) was estimated as one
fiftieth of the total vessel volume.

The dashed line on the far left in Figure 4.2 represents the preservice crack
distribution for the volume of longitudinal beltline weld. The second dashed

line from the lef t represent; the preservice crack distribution for the volume
of circumferential beltline u ld. The dashed curve on the right and the solid
curve are from the Marshall fseport and OCTAVIA code, respectively; they
represent the end of-life crack distributions, including fatigue crack growth

.in water environment, for the volume of longitudinal beltline weld.

In all irstances, the flaw distributions represent semi-elliptical surface
cracks whose major axes are oriented parallel to the weld direction. It is

assumed that there is no interaction between individual cracks in the weld
volume.

.For illustration, the crack depth, a, in Figure 4.2 is represented as a
continuous random variable. However, in this study, as well as in the OCTAVIA
code, the crack depth is used as_a discrete random variable. For each curve

in Figure 4.2, approximately nine distinct crack depths ranging from 0.25 to
3.5 in. and the probabilit'es indicated at these crack depths were used toi
construct stepwise cummulative probability distributions. The Monte Carlo

simulation in the computer code used the stepwise cummulative distributions to
generate a crack depth for each simulation cycle. A discrete random variable

-is used because (1) there are insufficient data from which to infer a conti-
nuous statistical distribution, (2) the computer code calculational procedure
provides a computational efficiency when it is used with a discrete random
variable, and (3) it provides a viable way to estimate the effect of ninimum
detectable flaw sizes <as discussed in Chapter 5.

4-5
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4.3 Resistance to Flaw-Induced Fracture

4 3.1 Fracture-Toughness Representation-

'4.3.1.1 Transition-Temperature _ Region

Figure 4.3 presents experimental data and an' associated estimated mean curve
that represent the material resistance of reactor vessel to' flaw-induced

fracture, KIC, in the transition-temperature region. The material resistance
to flaw-induced fracture, or fracture toughness, is' presented as a function A

the independent variable (T-RTNDT)'c where the material temperature, T, ,s
Ir.dexed by the adjusted reference temperature, RT Indexing the material

NDT.

temperature by RTNDT.is commonly used to generalize the fracture-toughness /
' temperature reistionship by accounting for service-induced material changes
and variation.in initial material-toughness properties.

-_The index temperature, RTNDT, is the sum of an initial, unirradiated value of
RT and a change (increase) in'this initial value.as a result of neutron

NDT

irradiation. The initial RT -is regarded as a material property and is
NDT

defined by the ASME code (Ref. 14). The increase in RT f r the weld metal
NDT

during neutron irradiation is' enhanced by increased material copper and
phosphorus contents and is calculated by the computer code from previously
developed empirical relationships (Ref. 15). As indicated in Figure 4.3, the
increase in RT is the variable that directly relates loss of fracture

NDT
toughness to neutron irradiation at any specified material temperature.

The experimental data in Figure 4.3 include base and weld metals in both the
irradiated and unirradiated conditions. The unirradiated data are test
results from the heavy section steel technology (HSST) program (Ref.16) and
from several surveillance programs from operating PWRs. The irradiated caca
are from surveillance programs of operating reactors only. The data were
obtained from either compact-tension or wedge-opening-loading fracture-
mechanics' specimens; they include only the experimental points where the
specimen thicknesses satisfy the ASTM E399 (Ref. 17) size criterion, thickness

/> 2.5 (K IC "y) *
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The estimated mean fracture-toughness curve shown in Figure 4.3 is divided
into two distinct regions for computational purposes

[0.004(T-RTNDT)~3
KIC = 10 + 58.0 e (2a).

where - 400'F 5(T-RTNDT) $ - 16*F, and

NNDT
KIC = 21 + 53.8 e (2b)

'where - 16*F < (T-RTHDT), and KIC 1 upper-shelf fracture toughness

4.3.1.2 Upper-Shelf Temperature Region

As described earlier, the fracture toughness of reactor vessel steels
increases with increasing temperature until a plateau called upper-shelf
fracture toughness is reached. Because of certain material and test limita-
tions, the upper-shelf fracture toughness generally canr t be measured
directly using conventional (Ref. 17) practice. This is a relatively common
difficulty for tough materials, and various empirical methods have been
developed previously to infer K fr m the more practical Charpy V-Notch test.

IC
In this investigation, the mean upper-shelf fracture toughness is estimated
from an empirical correlation developed previously by Barsom and Rolfe
(Ref. 18), namely,

IC * "y[5CVN/o - 0.25]b (3)K y

where CVN = Charpy V-notch upper-shelf energy, ft-lbs

o = material yield strength, ksiy

The independent variable, CVN, decreases with neutron irradiation; this
decrease.is enhanced by residual element content, especially copper and
phosphorus. The computer code uses previously developed empirical
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relationships (Ref. 15) to calculate the reductions in CVN for the weld metal
as a' function'of neutron irradiation and copper and phosphorus content. The-

material yield strength also-is a function of neutron irradiation, and it
: increases with increasing neutron fluence. Throughout this study, however,

the irradiated yield strength used in equation (3) is assumed constant over
.

the fluence range considered and is equal to 90 ksi. The magnitude of the

mean~ fracture toughness calculated from equation (3) is limited to a maximum

of 220 ksi]Iii.

4.3.1.3 Statistical Distribution for K IC-

Because K is a random variable ~, representations of statistical distributions
IC .

about the'mean fracture-toughness values calculated from equations (2) and (3)
are necessary to perform the simulation cycle illustrated in Figure 3.1.

-Since there are not enough data available to rigorously determine a statis-
tical distribution, a normal distribution with a standard deviatim, o, equal
to 10 percent of.the calculated mean fracture toughness, KIC, was used in both
the upper-shelf and transition-temperature regions (Ref. 7). Stated in

operational terms, this assumption means that there is 1 chance-in 100 that

the actual material fracture toughness, KIC, at any (T RTNDT) wiH faH
outside the range K 1 25 R . Because the fracture-toughness distribution

IC IC
is an estimate, several sensitivity studies were conducted to determine how
variations in fracture-toughness limits established by this distribution would
affect'the calculated failure probability. These studies included varying the

allowable simulated toughness limits between the followi;ig ranges:

2a); d i 3a); and o < K # I IC + 3a)I IC * 1")3 IC IC ICIC

4.3.2 Fracture-Toughness-Related Independent Variables

4.3.2.1 Neutron Fluence

The neutron suence in the wall of the reactor pressure vessel decreases with

distance.from inside surface of the vessel. The fluence in the vessel wall at

any distance from the inside surface is determined from the relationship

4-9,
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f *Ix 'I' (4)

where x = radial distance into the vessel wall from the inside surface

fy = neutron fluence.at the inside surface of the vessel wall-

f = neutron fluence at position x in the vessel wallx

Because KIC is an inverse function of neutron fluence, the value of K IC
increases through the vessel wall relative to the inside surface. The values

'of'K btained from eg'uations (2) and (3) are determined using the fluenceIC
calculated'from equation (4), where the radial distance x corresponds to the
location of.the tip of the crack relative'to the inside vessel surface.

4.3.2.2 Temperature and Adjusted Refe,ence. Temperature

As' equations (2) and (3) indicate, the calculated mean fracture toughness in
the transition.and upper shelf temperature regions is a function of the

respective independent variables (T - RTNDT) and CVN. In addition to K-

IC
having a statistical distribution at any specified value of these variables,
.the independent variables also can be random variables.

Generally, the material temperature, T, corresponds to a specific operational
condition for which the failure pro N bility is being calculated; it does not
vary during the total number of simulation cycles associated with that event.
However,.as disciised in Chapter 5, T is a random variable during the analyses
of low-temperature / pressure transients.

TheLintial RT is a random variable because significant variations in
NDT

initial RT are observed for different base and weld metals used in reactor
NDT

; pressure vessels.- The changes in RT and CVN which result from neutron
NDT

fluence are used as random variables in the computer code, primarily because
of their dependence on copper content, which can vary significantly through
the weld volume. In this study, neutron fluence and phosphorus content are

[ not used as random variables. Fluence is established as a time parameter at

L
1

|
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'which specific operational events occur. Phosphorus content, like copper
content, is a random variable; however, because 'of the lack of any reliable
data, phosphorus content was assumed to be a constant 0.015 percent. ,

To simulate (T - RTNDT) and CVN during the computer experiment, statistical
distributions were established for the random variables initial RT and

NDT

copper content by using data from operating PWRs (Ref. 8). Using these data
and. statistical significance tests, it was determined that both distributions
can be considered normal. The distribution for initial RT has a 23*F mean

NDT

value and a 20 F standard deviation. The copper content distr'bution has a
,

0.23 percent mean and a 0.07 percent standard ded ation.

Although these distributions are likely to be good generic representations for
copper content and intial RT through PWR weld volumes, some limitations and

NDT

uncertainties are associated with them. For example, newer PWRs generally

have beltline welds with reduced and less-variable copper contents. Addi-

tionally, there is an uncertainty associated with the distribution for initial
RT because the-values obtained for the operating PWRs often were not

NDT
determined from present code procedures (Ref. 14).but are estimates based on
various empirical' correlations or experience. To determine how the calculated
failure probabilities _are affected by the expected variations and uncertain-
ties associated with these distributions, sensitivity studies were conducted
over-a wide range of simulated and constant values of copper contents and

associated' values of adjusted reference temperature, RTNDT'

4.d Daforgggg-ygpjable Condition

Throughout 'this study, the failure-rate calculations were performed primarily
for a_ reference-group of variables that are thought to be representative of
those in operating PWRs. These variables were emphasized because of the>

immediate interest in operating reactors and'because, in many instances, data
'from operating reactors are better defined. The following variable conditions
constitute the reference variable condition in this study:

;
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= ( 1)'' the OCTAVIA' flaw d'istribution shown in Figure 4.2
'

-(2)-'a minimum detectable flaw' depth, a, of .25 in...

(3) the normal distribution for XIC (described in Section 4.3.1), where'

X is restricted to the region between i(IC + 3aIC
,

(4) 'the normal distribution (described in Section 4.3.2) for initial
RT

NDT

(5) the normal distribution for copper content for ' operating PWRs
(described in Section 4.3.2).

(6') an'ii,itial upper-shelf Charpy energy of 65 f t-lbs

(7) flaws located at the inner surface of the vessel

(8) only longitudinal welds at the beltline

.The' values listed for the first six variables were selected because they best
represent realistic material conditions in pressure vessels at'many operating
facilities. The conditions listed for the last two variables, flaw location
and orientation, typically were used throughout the analyses because they are
~ dominant and establish the failure probabilities for the operational events.
As shown,in. Chapter 5, more precise models for flaw location and orientation
do not'significantly alter the calculated results.

The reference variables were included in various parametric studies. The most

extensive parametric studies were conducted for the normal startup and shut-
,

down operational events. The variables in the parametric study for the
startup/ shutdown events'are flaw orientation, flaw location, flaw distri-
bution, minimum detectable flaw size, copper content, K range, and neutron

IC
. fluence.

-Parametric studies also were completed for normal full power operation,
anticipated low-temperature / pressure transients, and_ postulated

4-12 ;i
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high-temperature / pressure transients. Included:in the parametric studies for
each of these operational events are flaw distribution, minimum detectable

'

flaw size,.and neutron fluence. Also included in sensitivity studies are the

- variables copper. content and thermal stress for~ normal full power' operation
and pressure level for'the postulated high-temperature / pressure transient.
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15 ~RESULTS

In this chapter,'results are presented of analyses which were conducted to
-calculate failure probabilities of reactor pressure vessels for the five
operational events described in Section 2.1. Included are the results of
calculations-using.the reference variable conditions defined in Section 4.4,
as well as the results from extensive parametric studies. The results from
the parametric studies are especially.important because they provide data for
a wide-range of vessel conditions, identify the most influential variables and
' variable interactions, and help define limitations to using fracture-mecharrics
models to predict the failure probability of. pressure vessels.

Except for the anticipated low-temperature / pressure transient analyses, the
results~in the following sections are presented as "the number of failures per
operational event." This unit.was chosen so that the results could be applied

"

generally for different event frequencies. .The results for the anticipated
'

low-temperature / pressure transient analyses are presented as "the number of
failures per ve'ssel year." -This unit is used to simplify comparisons with
results that are available from the OCTAVIA code.

5.1 NormalStartup and Shutdown Operations

This section presents the calculated failure rates obtained for the reference
variable condition and various parametric conditions associated with. normal

,

start.up and shutdown operations of the generic reactor vessel in the transi-
tion-temperature region. The calculated results are generally presented as

pressure /temperatur'e paths that represent shutdown operation at constant

failure rates. The rcsults typically are presented for shutdown cperation
only because, as one of the parametric studies will show, the shutdown
condition is the dominant contributor to failure probability in the startup/
shutdown sequence.

5.1.1 Reference Variable Condition

-The calculated constant failure-rate pressure / temperature paths for the
reference variable condition defined in Section 4.4 are presented in

1

)
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Figures 5.1 and 5.2 at neutron-fluence levels corresponding to 10 ef fective
full power years (EFPY) and end-of-design-life (EOL), respectively. Figures 5.1

- and 5.2 also cc.itain, for comparison, the pressure / temperature-limit curves
established for reactor shutdown by the ASME code.

,

'The' comparisons'of'the code pressure / temperature-limit curves with the.

calculated failure-rate paths in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the calculated
relative margins against failure provided by the code limits. Several obser-
vations can be made concerning this comparison. First, code-limit curves are

constructed using deterministic values'for flaw size, flaw orientation,
pressure, copper content, and initial RT Except for copper content and

NDT.

initial RTNDT, each deterministic value is either a conservative bound or is
-modified by a safety factor. Thus, the comparison between the code limits and
the constant' failure-rate paths provides a correlation between failure proba-
bility and a combination of deterministic safety factors and bounding values.

However, this correlation is not exact', and it depends on the reliability or
-app;iicability of the data used to construct the code limit and constant
failure-rate curves. For example, in the code procedure, copper content and
initial RT are assumed-to be well-defined, single values. In reality,

NDT
' copper content varies through the weld volume, and it is difficult to choose
the ' single value that will properly model the effect of copper content. The

code-limit curves in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are constructed using a copper
content and initial RT f 0.23% and 23 F, respectively; these numbers

NDT

correspond to the mean values of the reference distributions used to generate
'the constant failure-rate paths. For consistency, the 0.23% copper content

and the 23 F initial RT are used throughout this report when it is neces-
NDT

sary-to define single values for these two parameters. By choosing different
constant copper contents over a reasonable range of expected values, the
position of the code-limit curve and the correlation with the constant
failure-rate paths will be changed significantly.

,

_The calculated failure rates and the correlation with code limits are
similarly affected by other constant variable values or variable distribu-
tions. The res;1ts from the parainetric studies in the following sections can
be used to judge the influence of several variables on calculated failure

5-2
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Lprobability-and..the relative margins of safety. established by'the code limits'
~

;for startup and shutdown' operation.

'

5.1.2' Sensitivity Studies for Shutdown Operation

|The variables included in the parametric studies for n'ormal shutdown operation'
.

are flaw orientation, flaw location, startup condition,: flaw distribution,,

IC range. Except for the: minimum detectable flaw size, copper content, and K
particular variable under consideration during a parametric study, the' vari-

. ables.used.in'each analysis are those described in Section 4.4 for the
.

reference variable condition.

5.1.2.1' Flawi0rientation~ t
.

;'

Because' the beltline regions of many reactor pressure vessels contain both
longitudinal and circumferential welds, a parametr_ic study was completed f.o
determine ths. relative contribution to failure probability from longitudinally
and srcumferentially oriented flaws. Flaw orientation, of course, is
expected to significantly affect the calculated failure probability because

4the calculated pressure stress acting on a flaw which is embedded in a
longitudinal. beltline weld is'twice that acting on a flaw located in a
circumferential beltline ~ weld.

Figure 5.3 presents a comparison-of the prassure/ temperature paths that
correspond to shutdown operation at a constant failure rate of 10 5 failures
per event for_a vessel having either all longitudinal or all circumferential

-welds-in the beltline region. The results are for a neutron-fluence level-
corresponding to 10 EFPY of, operation. The flaw distribution used to cal-
culate the1 failure rate for circumferential welds was obtained by modifying
the OCTAVIA longitudinal distribution in Figure 4.2 according to the. ratio of
the circumferential t'o longitudinal b'eltline weld volumes illustrated in

,

Figures.2.la and 2.lb, respectively. As expected, the relative position of
the two curves indicates that a_ vessel having only circumferential beltline 3

'

welds can sustain a much greater pressure at any specified temperature and

failure rate.

.
,

'
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To obtain a numerical estimate of the relative contribution to failure
probability of longitudinal and circumferential welds, the failure rate for a
' longitudinal weld was calculated at several points along the 10 5 failure-rate
path for circumferential weld volume. The results indicate that, at a speci-
fled pressure / temperature point, the failure rate for a vessel with only
longitudinal welds is approximately 100 times greater than that for a vessel
with only circumferential welds in the beltline. However, this factor of 100
is an upper bound. Because the circumferential-weld volume is a small
contributor to failure rate tempared to the longitudinal-weld volume, a more
accurate estimate would be obtained by adding the failure-rate contribution
from the base metal volume and associated flaw distribution to the calculated
failure rate associated with the circumferential-weld volume.

The results, however, are adequate to show that the longitudinal-weld volume
dominates the calculated failure rate in a vessel beltline having both weld
orientations. For this reason, the analyses in this report typically are
based on the beltline configuration illustrated in Figure 2.la, where only the
longitudinal-weld volume is used to determine failure rate.

5.1.2.2 Flaw Location and Startup Condition

The results contained in this repcet are based on the assumption that the flaw
always extends into the vessel wall from the inside surface. However, flaws

are likely to be distributed throughout the vessel wall. Flaw location
influences calculated failure rate because the values of neutron fluence,
thermal, and residual stress, as well as the modifying function, F , inj
equation (1), vary through the vessel wall. Startup and shutdown operations

also.are evaluated as failure-rate parameters because they are coupled with
flaw location. The coupling exists because the magnitude and sign of the
thermal stress change within the vessel wall as a function of startup and
shutdown operations.

To determine how calculated failure rate is affected by flaw location and
startup and shutdown operations, pressure / temperature paths that correspond to
operation at a constant failure rate were determined for the following

. conditions:
|

5-7
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(1) Shutdown - flaw at vessel inner surface only.
-(2) Sh'utdown - flaw equally likely at vessel inner or outside surface
(3) Startup - flaw at vessel inner surface only
(4) Startup - flaw at vessel outside surface only

_(5) Shutdown ' flaw at vessel outside surface only

Although other combinations of startup and shutdown operations and flaw
location could have been examined, these five conditions illustrate the

-influence of the two parameters on failure rate, show the interaction of the
parameters, and , identify the dominant conditions.

.The pressure / temperature paths associated with the five startup, shutdown, and
flaw combinations are presented in Figure 5.4. The results represent startup
or shutdown operation at a constant failure rate of 10 5 failures per event
for a neutron fluence corresponding to E0L.

Several observations can be made from the results presented in Figure 5.4.
First, the upper bound of the five conditions is the pressure / temperature path
developed for shutdown operation of a vessel having an outside flaw only; the
lower bound corresponds to shutdown operation of a vessel having only an
inside flaw. The shutdown bounding conditions are expected because during

shutdown an outside flaw experiences the lowest fluence and thermal stress,
while an inside flaw is subjected to the highest fluence and thermal stress.

In contrast to the bounding curves associated with 2nutdown, the two pressure /
temperature paths developed for startup operation with (respective) inside and
outside flaw locations lie quite close to each other. During startup a flaw
located at the inside surface is subject to relatively high fluence and lou

-thermal stress,' compared to an outside flaw where the fluence is low but the
thermal stress is high. Thus for startup operation, fluence and thermal
stress are parameters that compensate rather than reinforce each other with

. respect to calculated failure rate. The proximity of the two startup curves
indicates that the fluence / thermal stress compensation is nearly 1 to 1 in
this-instance.

5-8
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Finally, both startup and shutdown operations were analyzed using the
- assumption that the vessel would have both inside and outside surface flaws,
each of.which was. equally likely to occur. The probability that any specific
size flaw would occur remained the same as that used for the single flaw
analyses.

The resultant pressure /tempersture path for shutdown operation is shown in
. Figure 5.4 as the second' curve from the right. As might be expected by the
relative positions of the two shutdown curves with single inside and outside
flaw locations, the alternating flaw condition during shutdown is dominated by
the inside flaw location. The pressure / temperature path corresponding to the
alternating flaw condition for startup is not shown in Figure 5.4 but lies
between the two startup paths for the single-flaw location. This location, of

course, indicates that the inside and outside surface flaws contribute
,

approximately the same amount to failure probability during startup.

The results in Figure 5.4 indicate that shutdown operation and inside flaw
~

' location are the operational condition and flaw location that dominate cal-
culated failure rate in the startup/ shutdown sequence. Further, the results
obtained for startup and shutdown operation are sufficient to indicate that

,

the_inside surface flaw condition also dominates the calculated failure rate
for the three remaining operational events. For this reason, an inside
. surface flaw typicall.y is used throughout this report in the analyses of all '

'
the operational events; shutdown operation is used to represent the startup/
shutdown operational sequence. The use of more precise models for these
variables would not significantly alter the calculated results.

5.1.2.3 Flaw Distribution

The' flaws of interest in this generic fracture-mechanics evaluation are those
,

that are undetected and remain in the vessel. Consequently, few data are

available to form a precise quantitative definition of flaw distribution, and
parametric studies were conducted to determine the sensitivity of calculated
failure rate to flaw distribution. The OCTAVIA end-of-life and Marshall

preservice flaw distributions shown in Figure 4.2 were used in the sensitivity
study. These two distributions were chosen because (1) they bound the

L 5-10
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distributions that typically are used in analyses of the rates of vesselc

failure,'and (2) intuition suggests that either distribution could reasonably '

be expected to-exist in a vessel at some point.in the operating life of the
vessel.

,

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 present the constant 10 5 failure-rate pressure / temperature
paths' calculated for the two. distributions at neutron-fluence levels corre-
sponding to 10 EFPY and EOL, respectively. To obtain a numerical estimate of
the effect of flaw distribution on failure rate, failure rates were calculated'

tsing the OCTAVIA distribution at several points along the 10 5 failure-rate
curves obtained from the Marshall preservice distribution. The results
indicate that the failure rates obtained by using the OCTAVIA flaw distri-
bution are approximately an order of magnitude higher than those obtained
using the Marshall preservice flaw distribution.

The results shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 suggest that the failure rate for the
startup/ shutdown sequence is mildly sensitive to the range of flaw distribu-
tions evaluated in this report. The calculated results also indicate that

~

fatigue-crack growth is a small contributor to failure rate for the startup/
shutdown sequence. This conclusion is based on the observation in Figure 4.2
that the maximum predicted relative fatigue-crack growth distribution,
designated as Marshall E0L, lies between the two distributions used in the
sensitivity study. Based on the expected relative position of fatigue-crack-
growth distribution at 10 EFPY and E0L, it appears that fatigue-crack growth
contributes signficantly less than an order of magnitude to failure rate.

5.1.2.4 Minimum Detectable Flaw Size

' Reactor pressure vessels are volumetrically inspected periodically during
fabrication and subsequent service. The methods used for these inspections

make it likely that flaws below some minimum size will not be detected. The

effect of a minimum detectable flaw size on calculated failure rate is of
interest; it suggests a desirable minimum level of inspection sensitivity to
ensure vessel integrity. By altering the minimum flaw size in the discrete
representation of the OCTAVIA flaw distribution, a sensitivity study was
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. conducted' assuming that 0.125_in., 0.25-in., 0.5-in., and 1.0-in. f1aws are
almost always preu nt and undetected in the vessel beltline.

e

$Thereiultsindicatethatthecalculatedfailurerateforthestartup/ shutdown
sequence is insensitive to the minimum detectable flaw sizes of 0.125 in.,
0.25.in., and 0.5 in. However,~ when 1.0-in. flaws are assumed to be unde-

.tectable, the calculated failure rate increases by approximately two orders of
. magnitude. The results were obtained_at a neutron-fluence level corresponding
to 10 EFPY of operation.

<5.1.2.5 JCopper Content
_

-As des'cribed~in Section 4.4, the copper distribution for the reference'

variable condition represents the variation in copper content through the
abeltline' weld volume of- operating PWRs. However, two additional distributions
-are important for_a generic study of reactor-vessel integrity. These addi-

~

tional distributions are-(1) a distribution associated witt, newer vessels,

where copper content is reduced and less variable than that in operating PWRs.

and~(2) constant copper. content used to construct ASME code pressure /
temperature limits'for startup and shutdown operations. Parametric studies
were completed to-define the relative effect of the various copper
-distributions on calculated failure rate.

Results from-the sensitivity studies are illustrated in Figures 5.7 and 5.8~

-for neutron-fluence' levels corresponding to 10 EFPY and EOL operations,
respectively. Pressure / temperature paths corresponding to a calculated
constant failure rate of 10 5 failures per event are presented in each figure
for two normal distributions and four constant copper values. The distri- )
butic1 representing operating PWRs has a mean, p, of 0.23% and a standa.-d )

-deviation, o, of 0.07%. The' distribution associated with newer plants has p'

equalito 0.12% and o_ equal to 0.012%. The four constant values of coppc-
content are 0.12,;0.15', 0.23 and 0.37.%. The normal distribution used for
newer plants is an estimate based on upper limits for copper content that are
1 typically used in material specifications. The constant values of copper

content of 0.12, 0.15, 0.23, and 0.35% represent, respectively, the estimate
'of the mean of the new plant distribution, the two-sigma limit for the new

5-14
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.-plant dis'trib'ution,-the mean for the operating plant distribution, and the
'

Jupper-limiticopper content.used in Regulatory Guide 1.99 (Ref.s15).

'The-re'sults shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 indicate that the constant
failure-rate ~ curves' associated with the two normal distributions are: bounded.4

ry by the curves obtained for constant values of copper content representing the
-mean and the mean plus approximately two standard deviations.for.the respec-

~

tive distributions. ! For the E01-fluence level and the higher copper contents
irepresentative-of operating PWRs, the curves for the mean,| upper limit, and

_

' normal-distributions are coincident. .The concidence occurs because-the:

; combination of high copper content and fluence dictates that-(T-RTNOT) isin
'the;1ower part'of.th'e: fracture-toughness. curve in Figure'4.3. Here, the value

,

. of K does not change rapidly with changes'in RTNDT;; consequently- . the-:. ,

IC
calculated failure rates are~relatively insensitive to copper content'and.

| fluence in this range.-

4

-In. contrast, the results in Figure 5.7 show that failure rate is tjuite

{ ysensitive tc the copper' content at fluences associated with 10 EFPY of.
-operation. iThis sensitivity exists because:the combination of copper content'

and: fluence results in values of (T-RTNOT) that are in the transiti>n region
of Figure'4.3. In this region,.X --and hence the failure' rate--is-quite-

IC
; sensitive'to changes'in RT

NDT-
1..-

s

5.1.2.6 'K Range-IC
;;

f, As described in Chapter 4, the variation of the material-fracture toughness,
~

'

KIC, is modeied by a standard deviation that is 10% of the mean value obtained
from equations (2) and.(3). For the reference variable condition, the

allowable range of material-fracture toughness is
l'

-(R ~ 33) 1 K $ (KIC + 30)IC . IC

However, because the estimates >of standard deviation and range of K areIC,

1 based on| limited data, a parametric study was performed at the 10 EFPY-fluence
' | level to estimate the sensitivity of calculated failure rate.to the ranga of4
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I

allowable K Several additional ranges of K were evaluated; theseIC. IC
included

ICI IC i lo); @IC i 2a); $ i 30); and o 5 K
1C IC I ( IC * 3")

The results from the sensitivity studies indicate that failure rate increases
as the range of fracture toughness increases from a constant value of R toIC_

the ranges (K i 1 ) amd (K i 20). Over this range of K the increase in
{IC IC IC

failure rate was less than a factor of 5 at higher temperatures in the
transition temperature region and was approximately equal to a factor of 10 at
lower temperatures in the transition region. The calculated failure rates
remained essentially constant throughout the entire transition temperature

region for the fracture toughness ranges of (KIC * 2")' ( IC i 30), and
o5KIC $ (KIC + 30).

5.2 Normal Full-Power Operation

This section presents the calculated failure rates for the reference variable
condition and various parametric studies associated with full power operatic,n
in the upper-shelf temperature region. The failure rates are calculated at
fluence levels corresponding to 10 EFPY and EOL operation.

l

As Reference 15 and equation (3) specify, the fracture resistance of
'

' '

irradiated pressure-vessel steels in the upper-shelf temperature region can be
expressed as a function of the initial unirradiated upper-shelf CVN absorbed )
energy and a decrease in this initial value as a result of neutron irradia- |
tion. Consequently, the calculated failure rates in the section are presented
as a function of both the unirradiated and irradiated CVN upper-shelf absorbed
energies. This presentation facilitates comparison of the results with the
minimum absorbed energy values specified for the beltline region materials by'

Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50, namely, 75 ft-lb for unirradiated material and
50 ft-lb for irradiated material.

|

|
|
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~5.2.1 ' Reference Variable Condition

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 present the calculated failure rate vs upper-shelf energy-
at neutron-fluence levels' corresponding to 10 EFPY and E0L, respectively,'for

-normal operation'at 2250 psi and 550 F and the reference variable condition.
:For~ full power operation, the reference variable condition' includes an assumed

- ~ thermal: stress equal to zero.

~

. The~ upper-shelf , energies are repr.esented .in- the figures by two: scales on the
.

abcissa. The upper' scale on the abcissa is the orginal unirradiated upper-
shelf energy. -For convenience,- the lower scale provides a reference for
evaluating.the condition of the irradiated material and represents the mean

- irradiated' upper-shelf energy at a quarter of the wall tnickness from the
inside-surface of the vessel,: assuming a copper content of 0.23%. This

Jrepresentation is 'used to define irradiated upper-shelf _ energy because a
single.value cannot be defined when fracture toughness,-flaw depth, and copper

content are treated as. random variables.

For a' neutron-fluence level corresponding to 10 EFPY, Figure 5.9 indicatest

failure rates of.less' than 10 6 when the unirradiated and irradiated upper-
shelf energies areLgreater than approximately 45 and 29-ft-lbs, respectively.
For a neutron-fluence level corresponding to EOL, the calculated failure rates
are less than 10 6 when the unirradiated and irradiated upper shelf energies-

are greater than approximately 55 and 29 ft-lbs, respectively.
,

A comparison of the calculated relationship between failure rate and
-upper-shelf energy in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 can be used to illustrate the
relative margins against fracture provided by the 75- and 50-ft-lb limits set

.by Appendix G to 10 CFR 50 for unirradiated and irradiated material, respec-
:tively. For example,.the figures indicate that an irradiated upper-shelf
energy greater than approximately 29 ft-lb corresponds to a failure rate of
less than 10 6 failures per event. This is significantly less than the
-specified 50 f t-lb. The results in Figure 5.10 indicate that the initial
-unitradiated upper shelf energy corresponding to a failure rate less than
10 6 fa.;are per event must be at least 55 ft-lb; this value is significantly

_ .less than the specified 75 ft-lb. However, these indicated correlations

5-19
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between failure rate and single specified values of upper-shelf energy are not
exact and depend on variables such as flaw distribution, assumed single values
for copper content, and the irradiation damage model. Different input for
these variables would shift the position of the calculated curves relative to
the requirements of Appendix G to 10 CFR 50 and modify the indicated margins.

The results from the' parametric studies in the following sections can be used
to judge the influence of several variables on the relationship between
failure rate and upper-shelf energy.

5.2.2 Normal Full-Power-0peration Sensitivity Studies

The variables included in the parametric studies for normal full power
operation in the upper-shelf temperature region are flaw distribution, minimum
detectable flaw size, copper content, and thermal stress. Except for the
particular variable being evaluated during a parar etric study, the variables
used in each analysis are those described in Section 4.4 for the reference

- variable condition.

5.2.2.1 Flaw Distribution

Studies were performed to determine the sensitivity of calculated failure
rates to the assumed flaw distribution in the upper-shelf temperature region.
As in the sensitivity studies for normal startup and shutdown operation, the

'

OCTAVIA E0L and the Marshall preservice flaw distributions were used to
indicate the sensitivity of calculated failure rates to significantly dif-
ferent assumed flaw distributions. To estimate the effect of fatique crack
growth on failure rate over the design life of a PWR, the failure rate also
was calculated at the EOL fluence level for the Marshall EOL flaw
distribution.

In Figure 5.11, the calculated failure rate vs upper-shelf energy is plotted
- for the OCTAVIA EOL and the Marshall preservice flaw distributions at a
neutron-fluence-level corresponding to 10 EFPY. There is a relatively large-

_

difference in calculated failure rates for the different flaw distributions;

this difference ranges from one to two orders of magnitude. Figure 5.12
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presents the calculated failure rate vs upper-shelf energy for the OCTAVIA and
~-Marshall end of life, and Marshall preservice flaw distributions at a neutron-
~ fluence level corresponding to E0L. Again the failure probability is relatively
sensitive:to flaw size; the calculated failure rate ranges from 10 to 100 times

.

less for the' Marshall preservice distribution than for the OCTAVIA E0L distribu-
tion. Comparison of the~results obtained using the Marshall preservice and
E0L flaw distributions indicates that fatigue crack growtn can' increase the
failure rate by up'to a factor of 10.

5.2.2.2 Minimum Detectable Flaw Size

Sensitivity _ studies were conducted to determine the effect of minimum detectable
flaw size on the calculated failure rate in the upper-shelf temperature region.

_

The discrete representation of the OCTAVIA flaw distribution was altered by
assuming that 0.125-in., 0.25-in., 0.5-in., 1.0-in., and 1.5-in. flaws are almost
always present and undetected in the vessel beltline. The results of these
studies are presented in Figure 5.13 for a neutron-fluence level corresponding
to E0L. The results shown in the figJre indicate that for initial upper-shelf
energies greater than 50 ft-lbs, the calculated failure rate is insensitive to
undetected flaw sizes up to 1.5 in. For initial upper-shelf energies less than
50 ft-lbs, the calculated failure rate is insensitive to undetected flaw sizes
up to 0.5 in. but extremely sensitive to undetected flaw sizes of 1.0 in. or
greater.

5.2.2.3 Copper Content

The decrease in upper-shelf energy is mainly a function of fluence and copper
content. Calculations were performed to determine the sensitivity of calculated
failure rates to the same distributions of copper content that were described
and evaluated in Section 5.1.2.5 for normal startup and shutdown operations.
Results from the sensitivity studies are illustrated in Figures 5.14 and 5.15
for_ neutron-fluence levels corresponding to 10 EFPY and E0L operation, respec-

tively. Plots of failure rate vs upper-shelf energy are presented in these
figures, for the normal distribution corresponding to operating plants (p = 0.23%,
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o = 0.07%), the normal distribution assumed for new plants (p = 0.12%, o = 0.012%),
and four constant copper contents (0.12, 0.15,-0.23, and 0.35%).

-The results in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 indicate that the calculated failure rates-
-differ by up to a factor of approximately 20 at any specified upper-shelf energy.
-At each fluence, the calculated failure rates associated with the two normal
distributions are essentially the'same as the calculated _ failure rates for the
constant copper values. corresponding to the mean of the respective distributions.

Because the computer code predicts the same drop in shelf energy'at fluences
greater _than 3.x 1019 2n/cm for all copper contents greater than 0.25% (as

-specified in Ref. 15), the calculated failure rates for fluences greater than
3 x 1018 n/cm2 and copper values greater than 0.25% would be expected to converge
on the1 failure-rate curve corresponding to 0.35% constant copper value in Figure 5.15.
The results indicate that calculated failure rates for normal full power operating
conditions are not as sensitive to copper content as the calculated failure
rates for startup and shutdown operations.

5.2.2.4 Thermal Stress

Failure rates for the norn;al full power-operation reference case were
calculated for steady-state operating conditions assuming no significant
thermal gradient through the wall of the reactor pressure vessel. A study was

conducted to determine the sensitiu ty of the calculated failure rates to
possible thermal stresses. In Figure 5.16, the failure rate vs upper-shelf
energy at a neutron-fluence level corresponding to E0L' operation is presented
for the normal full power-operation referende variable condition, assuming
both a zero thermal stress and a positive thermal stress at the inside diame-
ter. The positive thermal stress is equal to the thermal stress calculated

-for normal reactor shutdown in the transition-temperature region. The results
in Figure 5.16 indicate that assuming a positive thermal stress equal to that
associated with normal shutdown operation can result in nearly an order of

-magnitude increase in calculated failure rate compared to full power operating
conditions where thermal stress is assumed to be equal to zero.
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5.3. Anticipated Low-Temx rature/ Pressure Transients

During the period from 1969 to 1976, approximately 30. low-temperature / pressure
excursions.that exceeded the allowable pressure / temperature limits for normal
startup c.d shutdown operations at operating domestic PWRs were reported (Ref. 9).
The simulation program, which has the capability to simulate variable pressure
and temperature or hold them at a specified constant value, was used to calculate
the failure probability associated with these ever.ts for the generic PWR beltline
region. The resuits of the low-temperature transient analysis generated with
the simulation program are presented in Section 5.3.1. Section 5.3.2 presents

sensitivity studies. Appendix A shows a comparison of the simulated results
with those previously generated using the OCTAVIA code.

'5.3.1 Reference Variable Condition

The: low-temperature / pressure transients were evaluated using the simulation

program. Pressure and temperature were treated as random variables to calculate
the failure rate'for reactor pressure vessels subject to the observed transients.
Using the observed events described in Reference 9 and statistical-significance
tests,.it was determined that the pressure and temperature distributions could
be represinted by the Johnson S distribution (Ref. 11). Failure rates calculatedg

using the simulation program were n-ultiplied by a factor of 0.08, which corresponds.

to the observed frequency of events per year of reactor operation, as described
in the OCTAVIA code.

The failure rates for a reactor pressure vessel subject to the observed
overpressure events are presented in Table 5.1 for neutron-fluence levels
corresponding to 2.25 EFPY, 10.0 EFPY, and E0L. The results indicate that
without implementation of additional protective measures, the failure rate as'

a result'of the inadvertent transients would increase by a factor of about 50
:at the end of E0L fluence, compared to 2.25 EPFY.

,

o

I
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:5.3.'2.2 Minimum Detectable Flaw Size.

Sensitivity studies were conducted to determine the effect of minimum

_ ~ detectable flaw size on the calculated failure rate. . Failure" rates were
- calculated a'ssuming that- 0.125-in. , 0.25-in. , and 0.5-in. flaws, respectively,i

almost'always are present and undetected in.the vessel beltline. At' neutron-
fluence 11evels corresponding.to 10 EFPY and EUL, the calculated failure rates
were relatively insensitive to undetected flaw sizes up to 0.25 in. For an'
undetected flaw size of 0.5 in., the calculated failure rates increased.
'approximately by an order of magnitude at'both fluence levels.

5.4 ' Postulated High-Temperature / Pressure Transients
;

Failure rates were calculated for the typical reactor pressure vessel
. subjected to postulated.high-temperature / pressure transients at neutron-
fluence' levels corresponding to 10 EFPY and E0L. These transients were
assumed to. occur at 550 F and to range from 3000 psi to 5000 psi. The vessel-

was assumed to have an initial, unirradiated' upper-shelf energy of 65.0 ft-lbs;-
thermal' stresses.were' assumed to be equal to zero.

'

5.4.1.- Reference Variable Condition

Figure 5;17 presents the calculated failure rates vs pressure at neutron-
: fluence _ levels corresponding to 10 EFPY and E0L for the reference variable
condition. 'The calculated failure rates range from approximately 10 3 to 10 5
failures per_ event, depending on the magnitude of the pressure transient and
the neutron-fluence level. These results do not include the probability that
the high pressure transient will, in fact, occur.

5.4.2 Sensitivity Studies 1

1

5.4.2.1 Flaw Distribution

A study was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the calculated failure
rate:to the assumed flaw distribution for postulated high-temperature / pressure

. transients. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 present the calculated failure rates vs

' 5-33
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+~4 A = 4m.

pressure, .for both Marshall preservi_ce flaw distribution and the OCTAVIA
distribution at neutron-fluence levels corresponding to 10 EFPY and E0L,
respectively. . 0ver the range of pressures considered, the failure rates.

determined from the Marshall preservice flaw distribution vary between one to
two orders of magnitude less_ than the failure probabilities ce'culated for the
OCTAVIA flaw distribution at each of the fluence levels.

5. 4.~ 2. 2 Minimum Detectable Flaw Size

-Sensitivity studies were conducted to determine the effect of minimum
detectable flaw size on the calculated failure rate. Failure probabilitit..
were calculated at pressures of 3000 psi and 5000 psi, assuming that-
0.125-in., 0.25-in., 1.0-in.,.and 1.5-in, flaws, respectively,'are almost
always present and undetected in the vessel beltline.

At a neutron-fluence level corresponding to 10 EFPY, the calculated failure
rate at 3000 psi pressure is relatively insensitive to undetected flaw sizes
up to 1.5 in. 'For.an undetected flaw size of 2.0 in., the failure probability
. increased approximately two orders of magnitude. At a neutron-fluence level
corresponding to E0L, the calculated failure rate at 3000 psi is relatively
insensitive to undetected flaw sizes up to 1.0 in. For an undetected flaw
size of 1.5 in., the calculated failure rate increased by more than t..i order
of magnitude. At both 10 EFPY and E0L fluence levels, the calculated failure
rate for 5000 psi pressure was relatively insensitive to undetected flaw sizes
up to.0.5 in. For an undetected flaw size of 1.0 in., the calculated failure
rate increased nearly two orders of magnitude.

(
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'6 FURTHER DISCUSSION, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSIONS

This study had three major objectives: (1) to better define the effect of
neutron irradiation, material variation, and flaw distribution on the failure
rate for the beltline region of PWR pressure vessels; (2) to estimate _th.e
relative margins'against failure for normal operation and certain transient
conditions associated with nuclear pressure vessels; and (3) to evaluate the
current limitations for using fracture mechanics models to predict failureE

. rates for nuclear pressure ves.els. Severa! observations relative to these
-goals can be made from the results presented in-Section 5.0.

First, copper content and flaw distribu ion have been shown to have a ma,ior.
-influence on calculated failure rate. "However, the degree of influence of
these-variables changes significantly depending on neutron fluence level and
the pressure / temperature states asscciated with various reactor conditions.

The calculated failure rate is very sensitive to copper content where
combinations'of copper content, neutron fluence, and temperature result in
reactor operation near the middle of the transition temperature region. In

this region, relatively small variations in copper content produce relatively'

large changes-in fracture resistance and significantly influence failure rate.
,

In contrast, the failure rate is relatively insensitive to copper content
|where combinations of copper content, neutron fluence, and temperature-result
in reactor operation in or near either the tower- or upper shelf temperature
regions. In both these_ regions, the failure rate is relatively insensitive to
copper content because wide variation in-copper content does not produce large
changes in fracture resistance.

For the. range of variables included in this study, the failure rates
.~ associated with operating events that take place in the transition temperature
region are very sensitive to medium and high levels of copper content at the
10 EFPY fluence level; the failure rate is somewhat less sensitive at lower
copper levels where the variable conditions correspond to operation in the
upper transition temperature region, near the upper shelf. At the E0L fluence

level, the failure rate for events that occur in the transition temperature
region is very sensitive to low and medium levels of copper content; the

6-1
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failure rate:is not sensitive to copper content at. the higher levels of copper
where the variable conditions correspond to operation in 'the lower-shelf
. temperature region. In the upper-shelf-temperature region, the calculated
results indicate that failure rate is only mildly 'sensh..Ne to copper content
over a wide, range of neutron fluence. In contri.3t to the general trends
indicated for copper content, the calculated failure rate is very sensitive to
flaw distribution in the upper shelf temperature region but is only mildly
sensitive to flaw distribution in the transition temperature region..

The sensitivity of calculate'd failure rate to flaw distribution and copper
content and results from sensitivity studies for other variables provide.

.

information from which conclusions can be drawn concerning margins against
failure and the limitations of using fracture mechanics _models to predi.t-t
failure rate.

As Figures _S.1 and 5.2 indicate, the safety margins provided by the pressure /
temperature -limits specified by the ASME Code for reactor start-up and

- shutdown correspond to failure rates of approximately 10 7 failures per vessel
|'

year. The results presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 do suggest, however, that-

inaccuracies in reported copper content are important and that caution should
be exercised when developing deterministic operational limits; that is,
pressure / temperature' limits' constructed for vessels. fabricated using proce-
dures typicaily resulting in high and variable copper contents in welds should
not be based on single reported copper contents that-are relatively low.

The accuracy of the calculated failure rates indicated in Figures 5-1 and 5-2
should not be significantly affected by inaccuracies in the random variables.

This is believed to be true because the failure rates are derived from
variables that are either well defined or that produce relatively small
change's in failure rate over range considered in this study. Specifically, !

~

the failure rate in the. transition temperature region is only mildly sensitive>

to flaw' distribution and the range of KIC, the two variables having signifi-
cant uncertainty. Although the failure rate is very sensitive to copper
content at lower fluence levels, the copper content is relatively well defined !
for various classes of vessels. !

!

a
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For the upper-shelf temperature region, the results shown in Figure 5-10
indicate that the requirements for' minimum unirradiated-and irradiated
upper-shelf energies of-75 and 50 ft-lb, respectively, correspond to failure
rates les's than 10 8 failures per vessel year. However, the results in
Figure 5.12 also indicate that the sensitivity of failure rate to flaw

,

distribution is significant. Consequently, because flaw distribution is a
variable with significant uncertainty, the accuracy of the calculated failure
rates in'the upper-shelf temperature region'cannot be well defined. Qualita-
tively, .however, the calculated results imply that the minimum upper-shelf
energy: requirements provide adequate safety margins because, although the
results are sensitive to flaw distribution, the range of flaw distribution
used in tk sensitivity studies is. intuitively reasonable and the results are
relatively insensitive to undetected flaw depths of up to 1 in.

~ Implicit in -all the results presented in this study are the rdiation damage
model describea in Reference 15,' linear elastic fracture mechanics.models for

-predicting' vessel failure, and an assumption that the-weld metal is the
dominant' failure contributor .in the beltline region. The accuracy of each of
these assumptions, while not considered explicitly in this study, will have an
effect on the calculated results and their application; therefore, some
additional comments about these assumptions are appropriate.

-The damage model'in Reference 15 is based on the test results obtained from
specimens'~that had been irradiated in reactor surveillance capsules and test

~

reactors. A review of the data obtained from reactor surveillance capsules
indicates that the relationship between neutron fluence and shift in RT

NDT

defined in Reference 15 for weld metal represents, within 5 or 10 F, an
- -

average'line'fo'r the population of weld data for fluence levels up to 1019
n/cm , .In the upper-shelf temperature region and at fluence levels about 10192

n/cm2 in.the transition temperature region, few surveillance data are avail-
able.to make an accurate assessment of the damage model in these regions.
Further, there are.some very limited data that suggest,that Reference 15 may.
overpredict irradiation damage at fluence levels in excess of 1019 n/cm2 in
both the' transition and upper-shelf temperature regions. To determine what

effect an overprediction at high fluence rates would have on failure rate, the
failure rate in the upper-shelf temperature region was recalculated for the
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EOL fluence level using the assumption that at fluences greater than 1019
n/cm2 the reouction in upper-shelf energy was constant and equal to the

' reduction-predicted at 1019 n/cm2 by Reference 15. The resultant failure rate-
was determined to be within a factor of approximately two; this result ir Ji-
cates that'the failure rate is essentially insensitive to the assumed damage
saturation at-high fluence levels. Based on.the review of the data in the
transition temperature region and the insensitivity to damage in the upper-
shelf region, it is concluded that the damage model in Reference 15 does not
. introduce any significant inaccuracy into the failure rate calculations.

Linear. elastic fracture mechanics is an accepted method to predict failure
when conditions are'such that initial crack extension results in unstable

i _ fracture from cleavage. 1For the stress conditions evaluated in this study,
linear elastic fracture mechanics models should result in accurate failure

,

estimates through most of the transition temperature. Recent work (Reference 19)
in elastic plastic fracture mechanics has provided fracture models that
generally are more appropriate for application in the upper-shelf temperature
. region; however, these methods and the materials data needed to apply the
methods have not yet had wide application. Although the failure criterion
employed in this study is not likely to predict nonconservative failure rates,
an explicit determin ' the accuracy of the results for the upper-shelf
region cannot be def twa until these newer methods and associated data can be

. applied.

.The flaw' distributions used'in this study are estimates based on-the volume of j

weld in the beltline region. The weld volume was used based on the belief
that the weld metal is~ more likely than the base metal 'to contain crack-like
defects and on=the observation from reactor surveillance data that weld metal
having high and variable copper content is more sensitive to neutron irradia-

'

tion than is base metal with similar copper content. However, because the
..

base metal in the beltline region can have 20 to 25 times more volume than the
weld metal, it is difficult to determine what influence the base metal has

1

without an estimate of how much less likely it is that the base metal will
contain flaws compared to the weld metal. Consequently, some degree of

uncertainty must be associated with the calculated failure rates. However, j
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the error associated with the effective beltline volume is likely to be small, <

especially for vessels having beltMae welds with high and variable copper
contents.

i

Based on the sensitivity studies and on consideration of the damage and failure
models and the flaw distribution, it appears that the calculated failure rates
are likely to be accurate within an order of magnitude for operational events
that take place in the transition temperature region and within somewhat less
than two orders of magnitude for operationr1 events that take place in the upper-
shelf temperature region. While this range of uncertainty may t',1ctate limited
use in applying the calculated failure rates in an absolute sense, the results
can better be used to rank and discriminate between various failure contributors
and to complement deterministic solutions for decision making purposes. The

following examples illustrate applications in these areas.

I Because the total probability of vessel failure is approximately equal to the
sum of the failure probabilities ssociated with individual events, the calcu-
lated failure rates can be usca to rank indivioual events according to the
relative contribution to total failure rate and to ide'tify conditions that

may-lead to unacceptable contributions to risk. For example, consider the

failure rates associated with normal full powar operation, postulated high
temperature / pressure transients, and anticipated low temperature / pressure
transients relative to a failure rate for the normal startup/ shutdown sequence

of approximately 10 7 failures per vessel year. The results given in
Section 5.2.1 indicate that full power operation in the upper-shelf tempera-
tore region at EOL fluence wil! provide the same relative failure rate as
normal startup/ shutdown if the initial, unirradiated upper-shelf energy is
approximately 60 ft-lb. Similarly, as Figure 5.19 shows, a high temperature /
pressure transient at 4000 psi would have the same relative failure rate as
no mal startup/ shutdown at E0L fluence if the probability that the transient
would occur was no greaiar than 10 3 events per vessel year. Based on this

ranking, some action to reduce failure rate might be implemented for vessels
having less than 60 ft-lb initial upper-shelf energy or for conditions that |

may result in high temperature pressure transients of 4000 psi that o cur at a
' frequency greater than 10 8 events per vessel year.

|
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- Section 5.3 indicates that at E0L . fluence the anticipated low temperature / ;
~

'

pressure transients would resultIin relative failure rates that are two orders
- of. magnitude higher than that associated with normal startup/ shutdown. opera-.

- tion 'if the transients were allowed to~ occur at the rat.e observed prior to
1978. This increased relative failure rate'ledi in part, to-the installation
of-protective devices to decrease the transient frequency..

Finally,'a' comment concerning the relationship between failure rate.and
' deterministic'. safety factors: several sensitivity studies in this report have
- indicated that;for some operating conditions,:the failure rate is'only mildly;

~

sensitive or:relatively insensitive to significant changes in variables, such.

|- as-flaw distribution and KIC. These' variables typically are used with safety'
i factors or as bounding values to establish deterministic operating limitations.

.

In''such cases, ~ caution must be exercised in attaching significance to these.

~

~ variables when setting operating limits. For example, failure rate is insen-
sitive to the range of K when KIC is allowed to vary beyo'id the' range -

IC
- KIC;* 2a. However, different deterministic operating limits.and associated
levels;of reliability would be obtained by using 2, 3, or 4 sigma limits for

KICC In this instance, the actual-levels'of reliability could not be
; accurately ~ assessed from the KIC. range alone because it has no effect on

ifailure rate. The'1evel of reliability associated with the different '

I (deterministically= determined operating limits could only be evaluated by

[ ! determining the relative failure rates for the entire system depicted in
1 .

; Figure 2.1 at each of.the distinct operating limits. The failure rate

p calculation using the entire system interaction provides a necessary com-

[ plement for the application of safety factors to single-valued variables, for

,3 setting deterministic limits on. operating conditions, and for evaluating the'
relative levels of reliability associated with the variable values and'

4

operating limits.-
o

. The work in this study focused on normal operating and transient conditions
;where the. thermal stresses are relatively small compared to pressure stress.
However, there-is an important class of transients where thermal stresses are

{ -significant. B estimate the total failure rate for the beltline region of
'

.

:PWRs, additional work is required to define the relative contribution to
' failure rate irom this class of transient events.

'

3

)-
!
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APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED FAILURE RATE FOR

ANTICIPATED LOW-TEMPERATURE / PRESSURE TRANSIENTS

USING THE SIMULATION AND OCTAVIA PROGRAMS-

In early'1978, the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, developed the OCTAVIA computer code (as described in
Ref. 9.of the main body of this report) to calculate the probability of rea' ctor-

_ pressure-vessel failure as a result of low-temperature / pressure transiants. A.

study was conducted to compare rest lts obtained using the OCTAVIA code and the
simulation program.

In the comparison study, the simulation program first was made to correspond
as closely as possible to the-0CTAVIA code. This provided a check on the
calculational procedures used in the simulation program. Pressure and flaw

size were simulated, but temperature, copper content, and initial RTNDT were

held constant at 134*F, 0.25% and 9 F, respectively. Although the simulation
code has the capability of treating temperature, copper content, and initial
RT as random variables, the OCTAVIA code is limited to evaluating constant

NOT
values for these variables. The 134*F temperatt're corresponds to the mean value

of the temperature distribution of the 05 served low-temperature / pressure transients.
The flaw distribution used corresponded to that in the OCTAVIA code, and the

^

mean fracture-toughness value was calculated from the fracture-toughness-vs-
adjusted temperature curve used in the OCTAVIA code. (Other failure probabilities
discussed in this report are based on the updated fracture-toughness-vs-temperature
relation shown in Figure 4.3, which incorporated additional dats.)

Table I presents for comparison the failure probabilities calculated by the
simulation program and the median failure probabilities predicted by the OCTAVIA
code-at neutron-fluence levels corresponding to 2.25 EFPY, 10 EFPY, and E0L.

A-1
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Table 1: | Simulated and OCTAVIA Failure Rates for Low-Temperature /
Pressure Transients with Constant Copper Content,
Initial RTNOT, and Temperature *

Failure Rate
(failures per reactor year)

. Ratio of Simulated
. Fluence Simulation Failure Rate to

(EFPY). Code OCTAVIA OCTAVIA Failure Rate4

2.'25 1.6 x 10 7 4.8 x 10 7 0.30

10.0 6.9 x 10 s 6.6 x 10 5 1.05

EOL 1.7 x 10 4 1.2 x 10 4 1.42

* Constant.134'F temperature, 0.25% copper content and 9.0*F initial RTNDT'
K vs (T-RTNDT) curve from the OCTAVIA codeIC

- The last. column in the: table presents the ratios of-the simulated failure
- probabilities.. At a neutron-fluence level corresponding to 2.25 EFPY, the

'

'

' OCTAVIA-program predicts a failure rate approximately 3 times greater than
that predicted by the simulation program. At neutron-fluence levels corres-
ponding to:10 EFPY and EOL, the predicted failure rates are within a factor of
1.5.' Thus.there is good correlation between the results derived by the two!

- techniques.

' A comparison also.can be made of the effect of simulating certain variables as
opposed to holding them constant (as is the case in the OCTAVIA code).
Table 2.summar'izes the results from the simulation code first when copper,

initial RTNDT, pressure, temperature, and flaw size are used as random
variables and.second I

!

.

J

-a

|
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Table 2: Comparison of Failure Rates Calculated
by Simulating'or Holding Constant the
Variables Copper Content, Initial RT

NDT'
and Temperature for Low-Temperature / Pressure

! Transients

Fluence Failure Rate
.(EFPY) (failures per reactor year).

Fluence Simulated Constant
-(EFPY) Variables Variables

.2.25 9.5 X 10 6 4.2 X 10 7

10.0 1.1 X 10 4 7.7 X 10 5

EOL 5.3 X 10 4 4.0 X 10 4
.

when only pressure and flaw size are used as random variables, as is the cr
;

in the OCTAVIA code. The updated fracture toughness curve shown in Figure 4.a
was used to perform the calculations in Table 2.

.At-the three fluence leve., the failure rates are greater when copper content,

-RTNDT, and temperature are simulated than when they are held constant, as in
the OCTAVIA code. The largest difference in failure probabilities is at the
lowest-fluence level, where the simulated failure rate is approximately 3
factor of 20 greater than that predicted by the OCTAVIA code. At the higner

fluences, simulating temperature, copper content, and initial RTNDT has a

smaller effect because the fracture-toughness-vs-temperature curve is rela-
tively flat. Consequently, K is relatively insensitive to changes in

IC

' temperature, copper content, and intial RTNDT, and the failure rates tend to
.

become coincident.

4
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION THEORY

Introduction

'Because of the interest in failure rates'in the range of 10 8, an
.importance-sampling scheme was developed'to increase the efficiency'of..the
simulation routine. depicted in Figure.3.1 of the main body of this report.
The importance-s'ampling procedure was used primarily to generate the constant
10 7. failure-rate paths in the transition-temperature region to provide a
check on the accuracy of simu!ated results. The results described in this
appendix are applicable only for. flaws that extend into the vessel wall from
the inside surface.

Probability of Failure Calculation

The failure of a pressure vessel is modeled in terms of the applied stress
Theintensity factor, K , and the allowable stress intensity factor, KIC.y,

vessel will fail'if it contains a crack such that at the location of the
crack,

(1)Ky>KIC

Both of these quantities depend on many parameters which are known for a<

particular vessel. Four of these quantities are treated as random variables.
The random quantities are

Z: Crack depth a discrete random variable with nine possible values.

g = z )~= a , i = 1, 2, . . 9Let P(Z g g

Cu: '% copper, distributed as a truncateY, normal

..RTI: Initial RTNDT, distributed as a normal

R: . Distributed as a truncated normal N(0,1)

,

is a function of manyIn the simulation, the applied stress intensity Ky
variables but generally only one random variable, crack depth. For a selected

crack depth, K can be calculated. The allowable stress intensity is a
y

B-1
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function ~of the three random variables, Z (the crack depth),'Cu (the percent

of copper), and RTI (the inital value of RTNDT), and R (a normal distribution
of KIC). The failure simulation sample values of Z, Cu, RTI. The sampled

values are used to calculate the K and the mean value of K Finally they IC.
value of KIC, the allowable stress intensity factor, is determined by sampling
from aLtruncated normal distribution to obtain the value of R. K isIC
calculated from the expression below, where p is the mean value for K

IC'

KIC = (RS+1)p (2)

S = 0.1074498. This process is repeated, and failures 'are cou~ ted every timen

Kg>KIC*- For example, if 10 failures occur in 1,000,000 trails, then the
. estimate of the probability of failure is 10 + 1,000,000 = 10 5

The final value of K is obtained by sampling from a truncated normalIC

distribution given the mean value of KIC (p), which is a function of Z, Cu,
and RTI. -This suggested the probability of failure for a given trial, j, can
be calculated as the conditional probability that Ky>KIC, given the values
of Z, Cu, and RTI, or

/Z, Cu, RTI) (3)P = P(Kg >_ KIC

P = P(R > (K p)/p5/Z, Cu, RTI) (4)y

This conditional probability calculation on each trial, j, is the basis of the
first improvement to the original simulation. For each trial, j, generate Z,
Cu, RTI. ' Determine values.for Ky and p and call them K ) and p), jy

respectively. Calculate.the quantity aj l

aj = (K ) p )/p) 5 (5)y j

-Then the tail of the truncated normal distribution is integrated'to yield

Pj = P(R 1 aj) (6)
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- where-

2aj -X 7
P = f (1777j), dx (7)2'

I -3
,

The distribution is truncated at'the 3a limits. Correction for this
~

truncation will only affect the results by 0.3% and is therefore ignored.

The final estimate of probability of failure is calculated by summing on the
P 's and dividing by the total number of simulations or trails.
j

.- n-,

P = ( I P. ) + n'. (8)
j=1 3

This estimator has a variance

V(P)' = V(P ) + n (9)
3

where

N ^

I (P) - P)2
V(P ) = j=1 (10)j n-1

The variance V(P) is a measure of the accuracy of the simulation and the
estimator.

Elimination of Strata
l

Our-physical understanding of the failure process' indicates the probability.of

, .
. failure is much greater for larger crack depths. Preliminary runs of the
original simulation revealed that failure does not occur for the shortest
crack depth, zi = 0.125. It was decided to eliminate this stratum from the
crack depth distribution used in the simulation. The probability P(Z = z )y

was added to that for crack depth Z2 = 0.25. In the notation P(Z = z1) = a;

B-3
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-the probability of the crack depth,~as altered in the original simul'ation, has
ut..=-0, a2 = .97132, a3 = .99632. ai = .99882, a3 = .99962, as = .99987,

O .ay.= .99995, a -= .99998, and og = 1.00000.e s -

1-

This alteration could'p'otentially bias the simulation results by generating ,

failure when Z = z2- that would not have occurred. Fortunately, however, our
. calculations reveal that no-harm was'done since failure when the crack depth
.is z2 = 0.25 is'(v_irtually) impossible. That.is, for practical purposes,-

P = 0."2

i-. .

i.About,97% of the' trials (100 a2) have crack depth z2; there is no need to I
, .

,-perform these calculations. Thus, this stratum also should be eliminated from
the crack depth distribution. However", it is not appropriate to add a2 to a .s

'

|Instead, wa define a~new conditional distribution of Z given Z > z2
.

-Vj.= P(Z = zj /.Z > z2) = ag/(1-a2), i = 3, 4,.. . ,, 9- . (11)
.

and use this as the' new distribution of crack depth in the simulation.L

.

We now combine the direct integration of the probability of failure to obtain

_.Z > z ). Since P2 = 0, the failure probability is-~ an estimate of1P(Ky>KICr
2 _

/ Z > Z , Cu, RTI) (1 a2) (12)
'

-P = P(Ky ).KIC 2

~ To~ estimate P,'use
,

a .n
" -

P = ( I P) + n) (1 a2) (13)
'

?j=1

'Our esimated improvement' factor by eliminating Z is
2

i

1/(1L- a2) I 35 (14)

To estimate the' total; improvement, this factor is multiplied by the-

; improvement gained by direct integration of the conditional probability.
,

by

;'
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' ' INvers'e' Sampling a-
s ,

We' need:to determine.the'run11ength.for any given precision. '.To do this,'we

must estimate hland V(P ). A' simple way to do this is known as the two-sample 1
j

~

techriique. For 'the) initial' run;(sample),:we estimate 1 anJ._V(P ), treat the
3

Lestimates' as'.though they were the true.' alues, and from them determine the run 'v

- elength. This technique would use~ equations _(8)', (9),.and.(10).
~

.

While the two-sample technique. is simple in principle, choosing' an' initial n,-"

- sayf ni, is difficult because P may; vary widely from run to run, for example,t

7,

;from 10 3 .to 10 8.- We:may. easily oversh'oot. nt may be greater than the value~

_

of n we'need. On the^other hand, if ni.is too small, our.esimates of.P.and'-

i Since the. event (P .> 0) has low probability,.
V(P;);will be.)veryf naccurate. , g. .

'

the estimate of V(P ) is|likely:to|be. very. poor.'if ni: is too'small. --

j
S~ A more reliable way to estimate the run length required for a given-precis' ion-

,. , ._ . . .
.

.

~

J- is"to control the number, m, 'of positive P 's, rather .that-the number of
j,

trials. -The procedure to do this. is a modification' of what is known as'''
,

" ' inverse sar ling'.
.

Then the4

.Let n = P(Pj >10) and Q be the kth positive P , k = 1, 2, . . ., m.3'
k j

IS'
J. expected.value.of Qk>

,

m
.

~
.

. . .

E(Q)=E(Pj/.P)>0),and:
^

k
; c.

;- the . probability of failure i',

t .g

.. .P.= E(Q )n (15)
k '

r
~

~ .By inverse! sampling, we choose m'and let n be a random variable. Under this
stopping rule, an unbiased estimator of n is--

'= (m. ,1)/(n - 1)' ('16)

A.1

where it'can be.shown that an (approximate) formula for the variance of no

(good,for small.n and m > 10) is
.

<

b = . , , , . ,
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V(h)~n/(m-2)2
(17)~

..

Similarly,'an unbiased estimator of E(Q ) is the sample mean-of the m observed
k

. values

a
Q=IQ/" (10)k. k-1

"with variance
.

V(Q)=V(Q)/", (19)k

'~

To~ estimate ~P, we repiace the quantities in equation (15) by their estimators
equations (16)-and (18). Our esirnator'of P is

m
-

, (m-1) I Q
~

k^

P = Q k = (n- (20)m

(Since n.will usually be quite large, e.g., n > 103) we can replace (n-1) by
n in (20)).

;Becausemisfixed,Qandbareindependentrandomvariables. Consequently,
E(P) = P'and an approximation for the variance is

.V(P) % P2/(m-2) + n y(gk)/m (21)2

To estimate (21), use'

A A A A A

-V(P) = P 2/(m-2) + n y(g ) * ( }2
k

where

-mA

V(Q ) * ( 1 9 -mQ)/;(m-1) (23)k k
k=1

|

!
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The only question that remains is-the choice o' m. To obtain the same

precision as the original simulation, 100 r% of the mean, choose m'so that

A 4

V(P) = (rP)2 (24)

* If-the second term on the right hand side of equation (21) were equal to zero,

On the other hand, if V(Q ) = E2(gk), the approximatewe would get m = 1/42 + 2. k
value cf.m = 2/r . Trial runs have shown that V(Q )/E2(gk) varies widely from2

k
run to run but is nearly always greater than 1.

2A two-sample technique for m is as follows: Choose an in)(.ial,m1 = 2/r ,
(Thus, if r = .1 (10%), choose mi = 200.) Estimate n, P, and V(Q ) I"k
equations (16), (20), and (23) with a replaced by mi and n replaced by ni,
where.n is the number cf trials required to obtain mi positive P 's. Use

1 y
these estimates in the following equation and solve for m

P2/(ra-2) + n2 y(gk)/m = ( ) (25),

Resume the simulation until we get (m - m ) additional positive P 's.y j

The quantities of es;uation (20) and the square root of equation (22) should be
recomputed for the entire run and reported as the estimate of P, P, and an

estimate of its standard deviation., For r = .1, the estimated standard

deviation should be (about) 10% of P.
t

Relative to the original simulation, the efficiency factor of the direct
integration of the probability is estimated as

|

| m m. - -

(26)P/V(P)) = I Q / I Ok k
k=1 k=1

,

|

| The total improvement that' includes stratification, is given as a product

| equations (14) and (26). This is expressed in the following equation
|

|

;
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m
1

k
'

1
Total efficiency = ( 1-a2 ) ( k=1 ) (27).m

2IQ
k=1
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